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B503. More, Thomas. "A treatise vpon the passion of Chryste (vnfinished) made in the yere of our lorde 1534. by syr Thomas More knyght, whyle he was prisoner in the tower of London. To which he made this tytle folowing. A treatye hystorycall, contenyng the bytter passion of our saviooure Christe, after the course and order of the foure evangelistes, with an exposicion upon theyr woordes, taken for the more parte, oute of the sayings of the sundrye good olde boye doctours, & begynnyng at the fyrst assemblye of the bysshoppe, the priestes, and the seniours of the people, about the contriuing of Christes death, written the xxxvi. Chapiter of Saynt Mathewe, the xiii. of Saynt Marke, and in the xxii. of S. Luke. And it endeth in the committing of hys blessed body in to his seulchre, with the frustrate prouision of the Jewes, about the kepyng therof with souldiours apoynted thereto, written in the xxxvii. of Saynte Mathew, the xx. of Saynte Marke, and the xxii. of Saynte Luke, and the xxiii. of Saynte John." The Workes of Sir Thomas More Knyght . . . [Edited by William Rastell.] London: J. Cawod, J. Waly, and R. Tottell, 1557. sigs. LL,v–QQ,. [1270–1349] Available online at http://www.thomasmorestudies.org/library.html. [See STC 18076; Gibson 73 + Smith 1981:35 + 1988:139; CW 13: xvii–xviii. Base text for Yale edition. Rastell's edition also includes Mary Bassett's translation of More's Latin De Tristitia, which he treats as a continuation of the English Treatise, see De Tristitia: Mary Basset Translation.]
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